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KEYNOTES  -  WORKSHOPS  -  SEMINARS  -  MENTORING                              
PANEL DISCUSSIONS  -  EMCEE  -  GENERAL SESSIONS

POPULAR SPEAKING TOPICS

✤ Authentic Purpose: Bridging Mind & Heart
✤ Embracing Dark & Light in Today’s World
✤ Compassion in a World of Chaos
✤ Embracing the Unknown in Life
✤ Mindful Living: Extraordinary in the Ordinary
✤ YOU are the Gateway of Transformation
✤ Presence: Living - Being - Knowing 
✤ Conversations With the Universe
✤ Synchronicity: Inner Reflection & Outer Creation
✤ The Soul Purpose of Self-Love
✤ Embodying Aliveness, Purpose & Power

There’s undeniable power in Simran’s words; as if swords 
cutting through the illusion of a world in reverse truth. 
Simran is a guiding Master in our new world and 
unfolding humanity.                                                           
-Maureen Moss, Thrive Network & World Puja Network

SIMRAN - host of Voice America’s #1 
rated 11:11 Talk Radio and publisher 
of Nautilus Award-winning 11:11 
Magazine - is IPPY Gold Award 
author of Conversations With The 
Universe, Your Journey to Love, 
and Your Journey to Enlightenment. 

As a catalyst for change, storyteller 
and humanitarian, SIMRAN bridges 
doing and being - mind, body and 
heart - humanness and the sacred -
darkness and Light… From chaos, 
comes order; from the known arises 
the great unknown, into new knowing.  

A Devoted ‘Example’ of authentic 
living, courage and boundless creative 
capacity, SIMRAN blends story, song 
and poetry resonating with the trials 
and triumph’s of life; in order to ignite 
the heart, inspire action and empower 
individuals to live their creative genius 
and full aliveness. 
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PRIOR SPEAKING VENUES
✤ TEDx
✤ GAIAM TV
✤ NAWBO
✤ 21st World Congress on Illumination
✤ Columbia College Leadership Institute
✤ University of South Carolina
✤ Center for Performing & Visual Arts
✤ St. Pauls University
✤ The Lyceum Theater
✤ Links International
✤ The Cancer Society
✤ Infinity Foundation
✤ The Yoga Sanctuary
✤ George P. Meany Center
✤ Interfaith Partners of SC
✤ Lake Harriet Spiritual Community
✤ The Coptic Center Intl. (MI, TN)
✤ Centers for Spiritual Living (MO, NJ, 

OH, TN, VT, LA, Halifax) 
✤ Unity Church (AZ, FL, GA, SC, TN, KY, 

NM, Ottawa, Toronto) 

ENDORSEMENTS & TESTIMONIALS

“Simran not only walks her talk; she lives a life that proves 
it. Her teachings and writings are filled with a depth of heart, 
wisdom and love, that can create a shift in those who access 
them.” - Iyanla Vanzant, OWN TV Spiritual Life Coach

Every time this woman speaks, she touches my soul deeply 
and profoundly.” - Andrea Henkart, Author

“Simran Singh adds a level of poetry and grace to allowing 
what is no longer serving you to fall away.”– Panache Desai

“Outside of the modern day mystics, no one has the courage 
to speak such truth. I am humbled by Simran’s perspectives 
and have been moved to tears.”– Tom Shadyac, Director 

“Simran is a real pro with a big heart and expanded 
consciousness.”- Jack Canfield, Chicken Soup for the Soul Series

“Simran brings spiritual intelligence and a natural respect 
to divine teachings, making her unique in the field. She is a 
great treasure.”– Andrew Harvey, Sacred Activism

SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES
✤ fbook / twitter: 1111magazine  & simransingh1111
✤ linkedin / youtube / pinterest: simransingh1111
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